Abstract-Transparent optical networks are the enabling infrastructure for converged multi-granular networks in the Future Internet. The cross-layer planning of these networks considers physical impairments in the network layer design. This is complicated by the diversity of modulation formats, transmission rates, amplification and compensation equipments, or deployed fiber links. Thereby, the concept of Quality of Transmission (QoT) attempts to embrace the effects of the physical layer impairments, to introduce them in a multi-criterium optimization and planning process. This paper contributes in this field by the proposal and comparative evaluation of two novel offline impairment aware planning algorithms for transparent optical networks, which share a common QoT evaluation function. The first algorithm is based on an iterative global search driven by a set of binary integer linear programming formulations. Heuristic techniques are included to limit the binary programming complexity. The second algorithm performs different pre-orderings of the lightpath demand, followed by a sequential processing of the lightpath demands. The performance and the scalability of both approaches are investigated. Results reveal great scalability properties of the global search algorithm, and a performance similar to or better than the sequential schemes.
I. INTRODUCTION
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Digital Object Identifier 10.1109/JLT. 2009.2018291 transit nodes, saving electronic switching costs, and providing the data plane with a traffic format transparency. From a network planning perspective, the problem of finding the lightpaths to accommodate a given traffic demand is called the routing and wavelength assignment (RWA) problem [3] - [8] .
Transparency, however, comes at a cost: lightpaths can be very long and physical layer impairments can accumulate and unacceptably decrease transmitted signals' Quality of Transmission (QoT, usually measured in terms of Bit-Error Rates, BER). Should the QoT of a lightpath drop beyond a predetermined threshold, then this lightpath would be blocked, an event called "QoT blocking". For this reason, cross-layer planning techniques are needed in transparent networks to introduce physical layer considerations in the network layer design. Moreover, in a converged network infrastructure, multiple protocols and transport technologies are expected to coexist. The cross-layer optimization is then hindered by the diversity of modulation formats, transmission rates, and a plethora of optical equipments in the network.
In this scenario, the multi-criteria planning of transparent optical networks has recently received much attention from the research community [1] , [5] , [9] . This paper addresses the planning of future generation transparent optical networks through PLIA-RWA (Physical Layer Impairment Aware RWA), a cross-layer technique. PLIA-RWA incorporates several constraints (limited amount of resources and imperfect physical layer) and hence solves a central planning problem in converged optical networks.
Two main types of optimization strategies exist when dealing with the network planning process. They are commonly called as offline and online planning. In offline planning, the traffic demand is assumed as fixed and known in advance, while online planning designs the reactions to the arrival of lightpath establishment requests along time. Thus, the online planning problem is commonly addressed by processing individual requests one by one, examining the feasibility of the possible lightpaths for each connection request. In fact, in the online planning scenario we can always calculate (through appropriate analytical models) or measure (by optical performance/impairment monitoring) the interference of the other channels to the lightpath under investigation, since other lightpaths have already been established when the algorithm is executed. Both online and offline approaches are relevant in a converged network infrastructure. A fraction of the total traffic demand is expected to be predictable background traffic, appropriately planned with offline techniques, while the remaining traffic demand is expected to be dynamic, planned by means of online techniques.
Most of the algorithms proposed in the open literature address the online version of the PLIA-RWA problem. A comprehensive review is compiled in [9] . In contrast to this, the investigations for PLIA-RWA offline planning are less. This is mainly due to the fact that even the classical offline RWA problem is NP-complete, and it becomes more complicated when considering signal impairments, which imply cross-layer optimization techniques. Then, planning algorithms have to make use of (i) specific functions that estimate the QoT for the lightpaths in a given virtual topology, and (ii) an optimization core which intends to explore the solutions space smartly.
This paper presents and compares two novel algorithms suitable for the offline PLIA-RWA problem. Our algorithms make use of a common QoT estimation function named -tool, also developed by the authors. No wavelength conversion equipment is assumed in the network. The -tool function is able to calculate the so-called -factor of the lightpaths in a virtual topology. The -factor of a lightpath is in direct relation to its signal Bit Error Rate (BER) performance [10] . The first proposed algorithm heuristically combines a set of Binary Integer Linear Programming (BILP) formulations. It is designed to allow a global search of the solutions space, but limiting the complexity of the BILP formulations to guarantee its scalability. As far as the authors know, this is the first proposal following this approach. Then, two variations of a heuristic algorithm are proposed which explore the solutions space by first sequencing the traffic demand in different manners, and then processing the demands one by one. The proposed schemes are compared in different scenarios, evaluating their lightpath blocking rate performance. Also, the scalability of the algorithms is assessed by evaluating the algorithms' response time in diverse situations.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section II, a review on existing offline PLIA-RWA algorithms is provided. Section III presents the QoT performance evaluator ( -tool) developed. Section IV presents our PLIA-RWA algorithm based on the global optimization approach and is followed by the traffic demand sequencing approach in Section V. Comparative simulation results are compiled in Section VI. The study on the scalability concerns of the algorithms is included in Section VII. Finally, Section VIII concludes.
II. STATE-OF-THE-ART IN OFFLINE PLIA-RWA ALGORITHMS
This section surveys a set of relevant contributions in the field of offline PLIA-RWA planning. A comprehensive review for the offline case (as well as the online case) can be found in [9] .
In [11] a link-path Integer Linear Programming (ILP) formulation for the classical RWA problem is proposed. Impairment constraints are taken into account by appropriately preprocessing the data which feed the RWA formulation. This is done by pre-calculating a set of paths with the assistance of a shortest path algorithm, which uses either a single physical impairment [11] or a -penalty [12] as the link cost parameter. Then, the virtual topology is calculated by the ILP formulation, considering only the set of candidate paths. Finally, the virtual topology resulting from the RWA formulation is post-processed by evaluating the QoT feasibility of its lightpaths. For the lightpaths with unacceptable transmission performance, new solutions are searched by excluding lightpaths that were previously considered from the original set of candidate paths.
An impairment-aware offline RWA algorithm that assigns -factor costs to the links before solving the problem is proposed in [13] . In this work, -shortest routes are computed considering -penalty values as the links costs. Finally the wavelength that maximizes the value is selected for each connection request. Since the wavelength assignment is not performed jointly for all connections, a worst case scenario for the interference among lightpaths is used. Therefore, the proposed algorithm does not take into account the interference among lightpaths and does not optimize the solution in order to avoid inter-lightpath interferences.
Some more specific proposals that introduce physical layer impairment constraints into the optimization problem were studied as well. A Mixed Integer Linear Programming (MILP) formulation for the RWA problem of multicast connections, while considering optical power constraints, is presented in [14] . The authors formulate the RWA problem considering the optical power in order to ensure that the power level at the beginning of each optical amplifier, and also at the end of each fiber is above a certain threshold.
An ILP formulation for the problem of traffic grooming in optical virtual private networks with the BER constraint is presented in [15] . The physical layer impairments and the BER are indirectly taken into account in the ILP formulation through the length of the path.
In [16] the implementation of an LP solver in a Path Computation Element (PCE) is reported. The implemented objective function minimizes the maximum link bandwidth utilization. As a result the routes satisfying the required constraint in terms of bandwidth and optical signal quality can be found. However, it should be noted that it does not propose an algorithm but a general architecture to consider physical impairments in a Path Computation Element (PCE).
Finally, it is worth mentioning that online algorithms can be used to solve the offline problem. This can be done by considering the offline connections sequentially and serve them on a one-by-one basis. In order to use an online algorithm for solving the offline problem the algorithm has to be able to take into account the effect of the existing connections [17] . In general, these approaches do not optimize the utilization of wavelengths for all connections requests jointly and thus their performance is suboptimal.
When online algorithms are adapted for the offline case, the order in which the connections are served is flexible and particularly important for the final solution. Therefore, to improve the performance, an ordering phase can be used before sequentially serving the connection requests. Another approach that can enhance the performance of such schemes is re-routings. Re-routing refers to the re-computation and re-establishment of already established connections when a new lightpath is considered.
The work presented in this paper contributes to the offline PLIA-RWA planning field in several forms. First, as far as the authors know, the global searching algorithm proposed is the first attempt to heuristically combine BILP formulations for the PLIA-RWA problem, in a manner which limits the complexity to guarantee algorithm scalability at common network sizes. In addition, a family of algorithms is proposed to investigate the benefits of optimization techniques which pre-orders the traffic demand following some suitable criteria, and processes each connection request sequentially. All approaches share a common -factor evaluation function, to make a fair comparison and extract useful conclusions about the most suitable optimization approaches. Also, the scalability of the algorithms is studied.
III. -TOOL: PHYSICAL LAYER PERFORMANCE EVALUATOR
In the context of transparent networks, impairments can be categorized into static and dynamic ones. Static impairments are topology-dependent, and independent from the routing state of the network. The static impairments considered in this work are Amplifier Spontaneous Emission (ASE) noise, filter concatenation, and Polarization Mode Dispersion (PMD). Self Phase Modulation (SPM) (and its interaction with chromatic dispersion) was not included because of its negligible contribution (as indicated in [18] ) and its static nature that renders it independent of the traffic. Dynamic impairments depend on the presence and characteristics of other lightpaths already established in the network. This work accounts for the following dynamic impairments: node crosstalk, originating from signal leaks at nodes, and nonlinear effects: Cross Phase Modulation (XPM) and Four Wave Mixing (FWM).
The Quality of Transmission (QoT) of a lightpath is evaluated by the same own developed tool named -tool. -tool computes the so-called -factor of the lightpaths of a virtual topology, given the physical characteristics of the network. The -factor for a lightpath is a QoT indicator which is related to the signal's bit-error rate (BER). For an On-Off modulated signal the following relation is used:
The -factor is defined as [10] (2) where and are the means of the distributions (assumed to be Gaussian) of the received samples corresponding to sent "1" and "0" bits, and and are the respective standard deviations. We consider that is negligible compared with . Although the Gaussian assumption may not always be accurate, there is always a strong correlation between factor and BER and hence we use factor as a Quality of Transmission estimator to represent BER performance. To estimate a -factor, the -tool actually computes the following quantity:
As suggested in [19] , we model filter concatenation impairment as an eye closure penalty, yielding the term . The PMD effect is modeled as a penalty on the -factor as in [20] through the multiplicative factor .
Other impairments are accounted for through noise variances:
ASE noise is modeled as a noise variance according to [10] and contributes to both and via and , respectively. Since , and only depend on the network topology and physical parameters (as does), they can be pre-computed for a fast -factor estimation. Other noise terms such as the receiver thermal noise and shot noise are limited compared to the dominant ASE noise generated in such transmission distances, and therefore disregarded here. We also model node crosstalk as a noise variance affecting "1" and "0" bits according to [5] via the quantities and . The XPM effect is modeled according to [21] and included in via . Similarly the FWM effect is modeled as indicated by [22] , [23] and is accounted for within via . We refer the reader to [5] , [10] , [19] - [23] for additional details about the modeling of each physical impairment.
IV. GLOBAL OPTIMIZATION APPROACH
This section describes the global search algorithm proposed. It is based on an iterative search of PLIA-solutions, in which each iteration rearranges parts of the lightpath demand carried through a BILP approach.
A. Definitions
Let be the set of nodes in the network, and the set of unidirectional links. We denote as the number of elements of a set. The same spectral grid of wavelengths is considered in all the fibers. We define the set as in the physical topology . Each element in is a path and wavelength assignment. We denote as the factor of a lightpath occupying path in wavelength , considering only static impairments. That is, in the absence of other lightpaths in the networks which could degrade its signal quality. This is calculated by calling the -tool function with a virtual topology composed of only that lightpath. We are only interested in those pairs which could be PLIA-valid, that is, for which is above a value corresponding to the maximum tolerable BER as defined by the network designer. We denote as path . Note that for the physical topologies of interest, significantly affected by impairment constraints, the number of elements in is relatively low. Furthermore, grows linearly with the number of links in the network, as the impairments commonly end up limiting the maximum number of hops and the maximum distance of the paths.
We denote , as the set of PLIA-valid pairs which traverse link . We denote , as the set of pairs corresponding to paths initiated in node , and ending at node .
The lightpath demand is defined by the lightpath demand matrix , being the number of lightpaths to be established from node to node . We define a virtual topology , as a set of lightpaths established and their routes, where each lightpath is subject to the wavelength continuity constraint. Thus, a lightpath is defined by its route and its wavelength . Given a virtual topology , containing the lightpath we denote as the -factor of the lightpath , evaluated in the presence of the other lightpaths in the virtual topology , and thus considering both static and dynamic impairments.
We define the degradation matrix , as a matrix composed of one row and one column for each PLIA-valid . Given two lightpaths, , , a degradation value measures the degradation caused in , when lightpath is established, assuming that no other lightpaths apart from and occupy the network:
Of course, this measure has sense only if both lightpaths are not simultaneously unfeasible because of wavelength clashing. Note also that this degradation measure does not include effects like four-wave mixing, which appear in the presence of more than two lightpaths.
B. Algorithm Overview
The algorithm is organized in four sequential phases. Fig. 1 includes a pseudocode describing the overall phases. Three different types of Binary Integer Linear Programming (BILP) formulations are applied in different phases of the algorithm. We denote them BILP-1, BILP-2, and BILP-3.
Phase 1 is a preprocessing stage, where set and degradation matrix are calculated. Both calculations depend only on the physical topology (e.g. do not depend on the traffic demand). Note that computing all the possible paths in the network is not needed, but only the PLIA-valid paths. As mentioned before, this implies a relatively low number of different pairs in typical backbone networks. Regarding the matrix, the potential number of values to calculate grows with the square of . Fortunately, only a small subset of coordinates in the matrix have significant values. For the cases studied, a relevant degradation appears only between lightpaths sharing at least one node (which includes the lightpaths sharing one link), and with a difference in the wavelength index of at most 2. This reduces the calculations to practical values.
Phase 2 searches for the feasible solution which carries the maximum number of lightpaths, without considering dynamic impairment constraints, but just wavelength clashing. It is conducted by solving BILP-1 formulation. The QoT of the lightpaths in the virtual topology found is evaluated invoking the -tool function. Let be the subset of lightpaths evaluated to be over the signal quality threshold. Along the algorithm, will store the -feasible virtual topology found at this moment with the maximum number of lightpaths. This defines an upper bound and a lower bound to the number of lightpaths of the optimum -feasible virtual topology: , . Phases 3 and 4 try to find solutions with an improved number of -feasible lightpaths. This is done by searching solutions in which the number of established lightpaths is forced to be exactly , for different values of . For a given value, the CoreAlgorithm module is executed, which returns the best virtual topology found , carrying lightpaths, and its -factor evaluation vector . This vector contains the -factor values of the lightpaths in the virtual topology. The details of the CoreAlgorithm module will be described later in this section. , where is the value tested in the last iteration of phase 3, and is the number of -feasible lightpaths in the best solution found up to this moment. Phase 3 ends when the value is equal to or lower than . During phase 3, the list of values already tested are stored (in order that they are not repeated during the phase 4), and the best solution found is updated.
Phase 4 starts with an initial value of equal to the -feasible lightpaths in the best solution found, plus 1. Its objective is try to find better solutions, increasing 1 by 1 the values to test, skipping the values that have been already tested (as they provided worse solutions in the past). The procedure stops if after consecutive tests of increasing values, the solutions found did not improve the best existing solution.
stands for -gap. If , the algorithm stops if an value tested in phase 4, does not improve the best existing solution. Intuitively, a value of 1 is logical in the sense that if no solution with lightpaths established is found with more lightpaths -feasible than our best solution, a higher value of could add more mutual degradation, and even give worse solutions. However, as the solutions space is not exhaustively searched, it happens that in some occasions better solutions are found with an -gap greater than one. After some tests, we tuned the value to be one tenth of the gap between the number of -feasible lightpaths in the best solution after phase 3 (current ), and the number of lightpaths in the virtual topology found in the phase 2 . Afterwards, is bounded to be between 5 and 10. This has proved to be a good balance, suitable for different network load conditions.
C. Core Algorithm
The CoreAlgorithm module is the fundamental part of the global search scheme. Given a total demand value , it provides a virtual topology with exactly lightpaths, trying to optimize the number of lightpaths among that are -feasible. Fig. 2 displays a pseudocode for this algorithm.
The core algorithm starts from an initial solution calculated by BILP-2 formulation. Then, it iteratively searches for a solution improvement, with a bounded number of iterations . In each iteration, the previous virtual topology obtained is modified by using a BILP formulation (BILP-3). BILP-3 is designed to do the following.
• Force some active pairs (existing lightpaths in the previous solution), to remain active in the next solution. This is denoted as the set. The lightpaths to maintain are those whose -factor in the previous virtual topology is greater than or equal to current value of the threshold. Then, by using lower values of the threshold, we increase the number of lightpaths to maintain unchanged, and thus decrease the complexity of the underlying optimization problem.
• Force some inactive pairs to remain inactive in the next solutions. This is denoted as the set. The lightpaths to maintain are those which (i) if were activated would clash with lightpaths in , or (ii) if were activated, would by its own degrade the -factor of a lightpath in below the limit. That is, they are potentially harmful. A simplification is used, estimating at this point the -factor of a lightpath as the current -factor value minus the degradation calculated in the matrix. Note that although not exact, this estimation is used inside the heuristic to limit the solutions space adaptively, as the threshold controls the complexity of the underlying optimization problem. Higher values of imply that more pairs are considered as potentially harmful, and forced to remain inactive in next iteration.
• Force to find a solution with a minimum number of changes ( is always greater or equal to 1), respective to the previous iteration solution. Details about how changes between iterations are computed, are included in the BILP-3 explanation. The BILP-3 formulation returns a solution constrained to previous conditions. It can happen that the BILP-3 formulation cannot find a feasible solution: meeting a minimum number of changes can be impossible if at the same time the number of pairs that must remain unchanged is high. When this occurs, and thresholds are softened to reduce the number of pairs forced to be unchanged, until a feasible solution is found by BILP-3. After a solution is obtained, the best solution stored is updated, if necessary.
The algorithm includes a mechanism to avoid a large number of consecutive iterations to explore a narrow solutions space. The value is used for this purpose. When a solution is returned which is equal to one that was previously explored, the next iteration is forced to vary greatly, setting to , rounded to the upper integer. This means that at most 90% of the lightpaths can be left unchanged in the subsequent iteration. We can name this as a "hyper-jump" in the solutions space. Also, if the best stored solution is not improved after iterations since the last "hyper-jump", one more "hyper-jump" occurs. The details about how the hyper-jump functionality is implemented are clarified in the next section.
The size of the "hyper-jump" could be modified using a simulated annealing technique, where the values are selected randomly, with the average decreasing as the number of iterations grows. This would imply a more global-oriented search in the solution space during the first algorithm iterations, which is smoothly converted into a more local-oriented search along algorithm execution. This technique is left to be explored in the future.
D. BILP Formulations
The proposed algorithm solves three different types of BILP formulations along its execution named respectively BILP-1, BILP-2, and BILP-3. All three share the decision variables, and a part of the constraints, but their objective function differ.
The decision variables in BILP-1, BILP-2, and BILP-3 are BILP-1 formulation (7) is devoted to calculate the virtual topology which maximizes the carried lightpaths, not considering impairment constraints. Constraints in are the wavelength clashing constraints. They avoid that two lightpaths occupy the same wavelength in the same link. Set of constraints defines the traffic demand constraints. They limit the number of lightpaths established between two nodes, to the lightpath demand between these nodes.
(7)
In the BILP-2 formulation (8), the objective is to maximize the sum of the values of the carried lightpaths, without considering dynamic impairments. The set of constraints and are similar to the one in BILP-1. The constrain forces to carry exactly lightpaths among the lightpath demand. (8) In the BILP-3 formulation (9), the objective function intends to minimize the sum of the -degradation values of the solution lightpaths, over the lightpaths that are forced to remain active from previous iteration. The -degradation suffered by a lightpath is estimated as the sum of the -degradations of the other existing lightpaths over . Notice that this scheme does not expect to be a way to estimate the new factor of the lightpaths, but just a method to choose a solution which rearranges the carried demand in a way which minimizes a measure of -degradation on the lightpaths that remain unchanged. The sets of constraints are the same as in BILP-2. The set of constraints forces some selected active lightpaths in previous iteration, to remain active in this iteration. The set of constraints forces some pairs which were inactive in the previous iteration, to remain inactive in the current one. Constraint determines the minimum solution variation condition. This constraint forces to find a solution with a minimum number of changes in the virtual topology, respective to previous iteration. A change is accounted as the number of pairs that were active in the previous iteration, and are not active at present. Then, a lightpath reroute, a new lightpath establishment and an old lightpath tear down count as one change. This is an effective way to force large rearrangements in the virtual topology when desired, and to avoid ineffective continuous local explorations in the solutions space. (9) V. SEQUENTIAL HEURISTIC APPROACHES This section describes two algorithms based on a pre-processing ordering of the traffic demand, and a subsequent sequential processing of individual lightpath demands. The algorithms are described in pseudocode in Fig. 3 .
The first stage in the sequential algorithms is a demand preprocessing ordering module. We propose two different strategies to order the demands. Both are based on assessing the a-priori distance between two nodes and by the length of the shortest path between and . Then, we order node pairs according to the aforementioned shortest distance, multiplied by the number of lightpaths to be established between and ,
. Ties are broken randomly in this pre-processing step. Two orderings are considered: ascending and descending order. Ascending order prioritizes node pairs with shortest paths and smaller demands, while descending order prioritizes node pairs with longest paths and larger demands.
The sequential processing stage processes one by one the ordered list of pairs. For each pair, the lightpath demands are processed sequentially. If a route and wavelength assignment is found for the lightpath demand, so that all the previously established lightpaths and the new one are -feasible, then the lightpath and its associated route are added to the current virtual topology . If not, the lightpath is blocked.
A lightpath demand is processed by first finding a candidate list of possible routes and wavelength assignments for the lightpath ( variable in the pseudocode). For each candidate route, a candidate virtual topology is constructed, composed of the current virtual topology, and the new lightpath demand traversing the candidate route.
is evaluated by means of the -tool function. If any lightpath in is below the QoT threshold, the candidate route is discarded. When all the candidate routes are checked, if none of them passed the QoT test the lightpath is blocked. If more than one route passes the QoT test, the route chosen is the one with the maximum worst -factor (the -factor of the lightpath with the lowest -factor). The list for the node pair is constructed in our tests as follows. For each wavelength we find the -shortest paths which fulfill two constraints: (i) they do not clash with existing lightpaths in , (ii) they are in , which means that their static impairments do not already classify them as unfeasible paths. Note that increasing the size of the set of candidates can be controlled with parameter , and has an adverse effect on the algorithm running time: all candidate routes are checked for QoT adequacy, and QoT computations are time-consuming.
VI. SIMULATION STUDY
This section describes the results obtained for validation and testing of the proposed PLIA algorithms. All the algorithms have been implemented in MATLAB code, integrated and tested in the MatPlanWDM tool [24] , which interfaces with the TOMLAB/CPLEX solver [25] .
Firstly, we explain the assumptions about network topologies, traffic demands, and physical layer characterization considered in our simulation studies. Secondly, we introduce the simulation model employed. Thirdly, we expose extensive simulation results comparing the PLIA algorithms presented in this paper together with a variation of the well known LERP algorithm [26] , used for comparison. Finally we discuss the results.
A. Assumptions
The algorithms have been tested for two different network topologies displayed in Fig. 4 . They correspond to the Internet2 network [27] (9 nodes, 26 unidirectional links, average node degree 2.89) and the European Optical Network (EON) [28] (18 TABLE II  EON TRAFFIC MATRIX IN Gbps (UPPER TRIANGULAR PART) nodes, 66 unidirectional links, average node degree 3.67). Fig. 5 depicts the distribution of the distances of the shortest paths between every pair of nodes, for both network topologies. The average shortest path length is 1266 km for Internet2 and 1203 km for EON topology, respectively.
The traffic demand is calculated as follows. For the Internet2 topology, a base traffic matrix was calculated from a population-distance model [29] : the traffic in Gbps between two nodes grows with the product of the population between both nodes, and decreases with the square of the distance between them. The base matrix is normalized, so that the sum of the offered traffic equals 1 Tbps. Table I shows these traffic matrix values. The base matrix for the EON topology is obtained from [28] , and normalized to match a total offered traffic of 5 Tbps (Table II) . Note that all the traffic matrices are symmetric. These matrices feed the performance tests shown in this section. Other results, not included in this paper, have been obtained considering asymmetric traffic matrices, which yield the same conclusions.
The PLIA algorithms proposed do not consider traffic grooming. They receive the lightpath demand as an input parameter, measured as the number of lightpaths to be established between every pair of nodes. In order to fairly evaluate the PLIA algorithms, they are tested considering a common algorithm which converts a traffic matrix (Gbps) into a lightpath demand matrix. It is based on a MILP formulation, which works as follows. First, it calculates, for every input-output node pair, the factor of a lightpath in the shortest path between those nodes, considering only static impairments. If the lightpath is QoT-feasible (or -feasible), the input-output pair is considered as admissible. Then, a MILP path-flow formulation calculates the lightpath demand with the minimum number of lightpaths, which is able to carry the traffic matrix, considering only the admissible paths and an infinite number of wavelengths per fiber (that is, without considering wavelength clashing constraints).
The parameters that characterize the physical layer in all the tests for the common QoT calculation, assume a transmitter bit rate of 10 Gbps, spans of standard single mode fiber (SMF) compensated with dispersion compensation (DC) modules. The dispersion management scheme that is utilized in our studies is a pre-compensation module, to achieve better transmission reach. Every SMF span is under-compensated to a value of 30 ps/nm/km in order to alleviate the nonlinear effects, and the accumulated dispersion at each node becomes 0 with the use of an appropriate post-compensation module in the end of the link. The pre-compensation is set to 400 ps/nm/km. Other parameters used to characterize the physical layer are the input power ( 4 dBm at the input of the DC modules, 3 dBm at the input of the fiber spans), grid spacing (50 GHz), type of modulation (NRZ pulses), and switch crosstalk ratio (randomly distributed between 32 and 38 dB). The span length of the physical links (fibers) are set at 80 km. The value of PMD parameter is 0.1 ps km and the fiber attenuation is 0.25 dB/km. We set dB, corresponding to a BER of 10 when no forward error correction (FEC) is utilized. 
B. Simulation Results
We have conducted two experiments to compare the performance of the proposed approaches. In the first experiment, the blocking rate (percentage of blocked lightpath demands versus total number of offered lightpath demands) is evaluated for each physical topology (Internet2 and EON) considering 8 and 16 wavelengths per fiber (Figs. 6, 7) . The graphs illustrate the evolution of the blocking rate, varying the traffic load. The traffic matrices used as input parameters in each simulation point, are the ones shown in Tables I and II (Internet2 and EON respectively), normalized to match the value of total offered traffic, shown in the horizontal axis.
Each plot in Figs. 6, 7 includes five curves. Three curves correspond to the three algorithms described in this paper (global search, and the two sequential approaches: the shortest path first (SPF) and longest path first (LPF) ordering). In addition, one more algorithm, named sLERP, is added to the comparison. The sLERP algorithm is a simplification of the LERP algorithm (Lightpath Establishment and Regenerator Placement) proposed in [26] . sLERP adapts the RWA phase of the original LERP algorithm, and skips its regenerator placement phase. In sLERP algorithm, the lightpath demand is ranked randomly, producing a randomly ordered list of 3-tuples ( : source node;
: destination node, : number of lightpath demands between and ). The list of 3-tuples is processed one by one. For each 3-tuple, -shortest paths are computed which are again processed in order. For each path, wavelengths are assigned to the lightpath demand following a First-Fit scheme. If there are not enough path-free wavelengths in all the -shortest paths for a certain tuple, the exceeding lightpaths are rejected. When the random sequence is processed, the QoT of the virtual topology obtained is evaluated. The algorithm stores the best solution found: that is, the one with a higher number of Q-feasible lightpaths. The algorithm continues testing random sequences until the best solution found has not been improved for ten consecutive random orderings. As in the original LERP algorithm, a Black List with the previously tested sequences is kept, to avoid evaluating twice the same demand ordering. The fifth curve named as stat-PLIA in the graphs, is included also for comparison. It is the blocking rate of a MILP algorithm that solves the RWA problem, maximizing the number of lightpaths carried, but including only static signal impairments. That is, the solution calculated is impairment aware in the sense that the MILP is forced to assign to the lightpaths, only those paths and wavelengths for which is above the quality threshold. Therefore, all the lightpaths would be valid if only static impairment were considered. The stat-PLIA algorithm is employed as an upper bound to the optimum solution.
Results show that the blocking rate obtained by the global optimization and the sequential algorithms considered are similar in the smaller topology Internet2 (Fig. 6) . However, the global optimization algorithm outperforms the sequential schemes in the EON topology. Both approaches are in a significant number of occasions far from the upper bound calculated, also for small topologies. No strict conclusion can be extracted from this, as the tightness of this bound cannot be calculated. Finally, the comparison between the sequential approaches shows a better behavior in most of the situations with the shortest path ordering. The sLERP algorithm exhibited the worst performance in all the tests.
The second experiment consists of an evaluation of the blocking rate when the number of wavelengths per fiber is increased from 8 up to 32. This experiment is repeated for the Internet2 topology and a total offered traffic of 490 Gbps, and the EON topology for a total offered traffic of 2100 Gbps. The results from this experiment are presented in Fig. 8 . They can be interpreted in the same way as in previous graphs. The performance of the sequential algorithms is similar to the global search in Internet2. For EON, a significant performance gap appears favoring the global search algorithm. This performance gap is slightly decreasing for a growing number of wavelengths per fiber.
An important conclusion can be drawn from the results in the sequential approaches. Initially, the size of the set of candidates could be seen as a tuning parameter for the trade-off between blocking probability and running time. The parameter in the -shortest path search controls this aspect. Nevertheless, our results are calculated for a value of . This implied that, in all the cases tested, given a lightpath demand, all the possible paths which could carry a -feasible lightpath were tested. This prioritizes the lightpaths which are up in the sequence even more strongly, as they are rejected only if previous lightpaths eliminate any feasible route for the new one. However, our results show that the blocking rate performance of the sequential approaches with this exhaustive search was lower than the one of the global search, which also required a much lower number of QoT evaluations. Therefore, the results suggest that more complex sequencing strategies are needed, combined with processing schemes which allow the rerouting of existing lightpaths.
VII. SCALABILITY STUDY OF THE ALGORITHMS
This section is aimed at discussing the scalability of the proposed algorithms, attending to the evolution of the running time of the different tests presented in the previous section. In Fig. 9 the running times of the algorithms are compared when the traffic load is increased from the 10% of the maximum load to the 100% for the four simulation scenarios (EON and Internet2, 8 and 16 wavelengths).
In the global search algorithm, the execution time is quite small for low loads, and has an abrupt rise at medium to high loads. This is because for low loads the algorithm can find a solution which carries all the traffic demand during its phase 1. For medium and highs loads the algorithm enters in the iterations inside phases 2 and 3, which are more time consuming. It is quite noticeable that at this moment, algorithm response time remains approximately constant, independent from the traffic load, the number of wavelengths, and the topology size. The small unpredictable variations observed are based on the particular conditions that define the algorithm stop.
Regarding also to the global search algorithm, it is relevant to know which part of the response time of the global optimization algorithm, is caused by the BILP sub-algorithms execution, and which part is caused by the QoT evaluation func- tion. Our results are quite clear in this aspect: the average execution times of BILP sub-algorithms in the tests performed are below one second for every traffic and topology situation tested, a negligible value in static planning. Some other tests not included in this paper, for larger topologies (30 nodes) and with a higher number of wavelengths per fiber (80), also reveal a negligible contribution of the BILP executions to the total execution time. Thus, these results validate our assert that the algorithm designed effectively limits the inherent complexity problem in BILP formulations, by an appropriate control in the number of changeable decision variables.
In the end, close to the 100% of the execution time of both global search and sequential approaches is devoted to the QoT estimation of virtual topology candidates. Then, Fig. 9 illustrates the rationale of the better scalability of the global search algorithm. It shows that the number of -tool evaluations in the sequential schemes tested, grows with the traffic load, number of wavelengths and topology size. Internally, all of them contribute to the growth in the path candidate lists to evaluate. In contrast to this, the number of QoT evaluations of the global search approach depends mainly on the number of iterations performed inside each CoreAlgorithm module. The good results obtained with the small constant value of 20 iterations proves the efficiency of the solutions space exploration. Furthermore, the iterative operation of the global search algorithm opens the way to optimization strategies that stop the search after a given execution time, returning the best solution found. That time based stop procedures are not natural for sequential schemes.
VIII. CONCLUSION
This paper proposes and compares a set of offline algorithms for the PLIA-RWA planning problem, that make use of a common QoT evaluation function -tool, also developed by the authors. The global search approach is based on an iterative method which tries to effectively explore the solutions space. Changes between iterations are controlled by a set of BILP formulations, which favor limited rearrangements in the virtual topology searching for better solutions. The size of the rearrangement is controlled, limiting the BILP complexity. Also, the method allows to force large rearrangements between consecutive iterations to avoid a continuous local exploration of the solutions space. Both sequential and global search approaches showed a similar performance in small topologies. However, results show that this global exploration algorithm outperforms the sequential schemes tested in larger topologies. Furthermore, the time complexity of the global search algorithm remains low, and approximately constant with network size and traffic demand. The impact of BILP executions on the total execution time is negligible, in comparison to the running time of the QoT evaluation function. It can be concluded that the global search method proposed is both effective and scalable. In contrast the sequential approaches are penalized by the excessive utilization of time-consuming QoT evaluations. Results suggest that sequential algorithms should combine rerouting techniques to increase their blocking rate performance.
